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BYP STONE is a professional and dynamic supplier of

some elegant marble stones in different forms and

finishes based on client's requirements.It is located in

Isfahan, the source of the best natural stone quarries

and factories in Iran.

In BYP, our commitment is our customers' satisfaction,

and we perfectly understand that it would be

achievable by supplying the best materials in the

steady and quick supply chain. Our focus on some

fashionable, high quality, and accessible marble stones

helps us to fulfill our commitments.

About us:



Services
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Marble Stones 
include:

1. Dehbid
2. Laybid
3. Aligudarz
4. Persian Silk

Different forms include:
1. Slab
2. Cut-to-size
3. Tile(60*60,40*60,…)

Different finishes 
include:
1. Polished
2. Honed
3. Antique
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DEHBID

BYP STONE

DEHBID MARBLE is one of the most beautiful and the best Iranian marbles. It has a very
bright background with some beautiful icy veins into it.
This marble has the following characteristics:
1.Very low water absorption
2.Highly polished
3.Exclusive color and brightness
Dehbid Marble applies for office environments, hotel lobby, and stylish residential and
commercial buildings, just for interiors.
We suggest you to use it together with black and brown stones.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

 Name: Dehbid

 Type of material: Marble

 Origin/mine location: Iran/Fars Province

 Color: Cream

 Area of use: interiors

 Water absorption:0.17%

 Bulk density: 2690 kg/m3

DEHBID

Price/m2≈ 16USD - 33USD

BYP STONE
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LAYBID CRYSTAL MARBLE has a white background with different patterns like irregular

thin and thick black and gray lines extracted in Isfahan province. This crystal marble is

one of the highest quality and oldest stones used in the construction industry.

Beautiful Irregular patterns of this crystal marble slabs making marvelous book-matches

and 4-matches opportunity which is appropriate for developers and luxurious buildings.

Some of the most important and obvious features of LAYBID CRYSTAL MARBLE are its

exceptional strength, very low water absorption and resists against various climates.

LAYBID

BYP STONE
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

 Name: Laybid

 Type of material: Crystal Marble

 Origin/mine location: Iran/ Laybid

 Color: white

 Area of use: interiors and exterior

 Water absorption: 0.2%

 Bulk density: 2700 kg/m3  

LAYBID

Price/m2≈ 18USD -33USD

BYP STONE
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ALIGUDARZ CRYSTAL MARBLE is one of the famous and luxury Iranian Crystal Marble

extracted in Lorestan province. It has a white or black background with different

patterns. This marble pattern is similar to one of the famous itallian marbles and has the

same quality with a reasonable price.

This stone is often processed as a slab in book-match and 4-match which make it one of

the best choice for luxurious designs. Most of architectures use this Crystal Marble

because of it’s elegant color, strength, and low water absorption.

ALIGUDARZ

BYP STONE
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALIGUDARZ

Price/m2≈ 18USD -33USD

 Name: Aligudarz

 Type of material: Crystal Marble

 Origin/mine location: Iran/ Aligudarz

 Color: white or black

 Area of use: Interior 

 Water absorption: 0.2%

 Bulk density: 2700kg/m3

BYP STONE
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BYP STONE

Persian Silk

PERSIAN SILK MARBLE is one of the famous gray marbles extracted in Fars province.
It has a light gray color theme that is welcomed by the builders and engineers. Some
of the most important characteristics of Persian Silk Marble are high density and
good polishing. The Marble Silk stone is often processed as a slab.
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BYP STONE

Persian Silk
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

 Name: Persian Silk

 Type of material: Marble

 Origin/mine location: Iran/ Fars

 Color: Gray

 Area of use: Interior 

 Water absorption: 0.5%

 Bulk density: 2640kg/m3

Price/m2≈ 13USD – 22USD



We are available 24/7, so  please contact us if 
you require any further information.

BUILD YOUR PALACE

Mobile/Whatsapp/Telegram/WeChat:+989133763675
Instagram: BYPSTONE
Email: info@bypstone.com
Address:No.3 ,Haft Negin Bldg., Ghadir Blvd., Sepahanshar, Isfahan, 
Iran
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